BASICS

Substitution shifts
A substitution is a change of position made by replacing a finger with a different finger on the same note.
They are a very clean, ‘shiftless’ way of changing position.
Practice methods usually involve moving backwards and forwards between the two notes:

Substitution exercises like these have been recommended for centuries, for example this exercise from the
Campagnoli violin school c1795:

Warm-up exercise



This simple sequence includes all six possibilities of substituting one finger for another: 2–1, 3–1, 4–1,
3–2, 4–2, 4–3. Play them in every part of the fingerboard:

Exchange shifts

Substitutions, as well as being a type of shift in their own right, can be used as a key part of exchange shifts.
These are shifts where you begin with a higher finger and end with a lower, or vice versa, the fingers
crossing over or ‘exchanging’ during the shift.



Shift to the arrival-note (shown without a stem) with the finger that plays the beginning note of the shift
(in this case the second finger).



Then substitute the finger that plays the ending note of the shift (the first finger). Practise descending
shifts in the same way.

When I was a young teenager I was taught to shift as follows:
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Clearly this unites the fingering so that the shift remains 1–1 instead of 2–1 or 3–1 (ascending), and 1–2 or
1–3 (descending). This establishes the ‘from’ and ‘to’ of the hand-position and gives you the sense of the
hand based on the first finger (if desired). But there is another way to do it.
Although it can be useful to practise with these intermediate notes and shift in this way, my playing seemed
to become much easier, with less to practise, when later on I discovered that you can make a far smoother
and more flowing shift by using the substitution approach instead:

Shifting in this way makes the two notes seem closer together. There is also a feeling of more flow because
in the ascending shift you ‘carry on in the same direction’ rather than ‘going back before going forward’. In
the descending shift there is a feeling of aiming directly on to the destination note, instead of going below it
and then placing the new finger.
In the end, a fluent shift is a sort of merging of the two ways of doing it, and when played very well the two
ways may sound identical. Still, practising with the substitutions brings a great feeling of flow and accuracy.
Exercise

(1) First play each section through as written (see example below). Play with an evenly sustained tone, and
with a light left hand.
(2) Then repeat the section, playing the intermediate note quickly and softly (known as ‘ghosting’).
(3) Play without the intermediate at all, as simply one shift to another.



Practise on different strings in different positions.

